Reference metadata template for data reported on the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)

(June 2016, updated November 2016)

The purpose of this template is for international agencies to submit reference metadata on the agreed upon tier I and II global indicators and associated data for which they are responsible, in order to monitor the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and targets in a consistent manner. The template is based on the draft template for metadata discussed by the IAEG-SDGs at its third meeting.\(^1\) We appreciate the work done by many agencies to prepare previous versions of their metadata and submit it to UNSD. In order to ensure further coherence and consistency of the metadata that will be presented alongside the SDG indicator database, we are requesting additional and more uniform reference metadata on the global indicators and associated data that you are reporting.

Your willingness to provide this reference metadata in a standard format of this template will be vital to users’ better understanding of the global indicators and associated data you have provided. We hope any metadata submitted previously can be copied and pasted into the relevant section of this form. Any metadata that was previously submitted to UNSD can be found at: [http://unstats.un.org/sdgs/iaeg-sdgs/metadata-compilation/](http://unstats.un.org/sdgs/iaeg-sdgs/metadata-compilation/).

This form should be completed by the international agencies that provided their data for inclusion in the SDG progress report and associated database. Please replace the instruction text shaded in yellow with the appropriate text describing the reference metadata for that section (i.e. definition, rationale, etc.). Please try to make your responses as concise as possible while making sure to include all relevant information. For more detailed methodological information, a link can be included in the reference section (see page 4).

If there are any questions regarding SDG metadata or this form, please contact Ian Rutherford at rutherford@un.org.

Goal: 8
Target: 8.4 Improve progressively, through 2030, global resource efficiency in consumption and production and endeavour to decouple economic growth from environmental degradation, in accordance with the 10-Year Framework of Programmes on Sustainable Consumption and Production, with developed countries taking the lead

Indicator: 8.4.2 Domestic material consumption (DMC) and DMC per capita, per GDP

Institutional information

Organization(s):
UN Environment

Contact person(s) (for internal use only):
Ms. Jillian Campbell

Email address (for internal use only)
Jillian.campbell@unep.org

Concepts and definitions

Definition:
Domestic Material Consumption (DMC) is a standard material flow accounting (MFA) indicator and reports the apparent consumption of materials in a national economy.

Rationale:
DMC reports the amount of materials that are used in a national economy. DMC is a territorial (production side) indicator. DMC also presents the amount of material that needs to be handled within an economy, which is either added to material stocks of buildings and transport infrastructure or used to fuel the economy as material throughput. DMC describes the physical dimension of economic processes and interactions. It can also be interpreted as long-term waste equivalent. Per-capita DMC describes the average level of material use in an economy – an environmental pressure indicator – and is also referred to as metabolic profile.

Concepts:
Domestic Material Consumption (DMC) and MF need to be looked at in combination as they cover the two aspects of the economy, production and consumption. The DMC reports the actual amount of material in an economy, MF the virtual amount required across the whole supply chain to service final demand. A country can, for instance have a very high DMC because it has a large primary production sector for export or a very low DMC because it has outsourced most of the material intensive industrial process to other countries. The material footprint corrects for both phenomena.

Comments and limitations:
DMC cannot be disaggregated to economic sectors which limits its potential to become a satellite account to the System of National Accounts (SNA).
Methodology

Computation Method:
It is calculated as direct imports (IM) of material plus domestic extraction (DE) of materials minus direct exports (EX) of materials measured in metric tonnes. DMC measure the amount of materials that are used in economic processes. It does not include materials that are mobilized the process of domestic extraction but do not enter the economic process. DMC is based on official economic statistics and it requires some modelling to adapt the source data to the methodological requirements of the MFA. The accounting standard and accounting methods are set out in the EUROSTAT guidebooks for MFA accounts in the latest edition of 2013. MFA accounting is also part of the central framework of the System of integrated Environmental-Economic Accounts (SEEA).

Disaggregation:
The DMC indicator can be disaggregated into imports, domestic extraction and exports by a large number of material follow categories. At the highest level of aggregation biomass, fossil fuels, metal ores and non-metallic minerals are distinguished. DMC is usually reported for 11 material categories, DE for 44 material categories.

Treatment of missing values:

- **At country level**
  A zero is imputed when no positive real value was officially recorded, in the base data sets used, for any of the underlying components which make up this aggregated total. Thus “0.0” can represent either NA, or a genuine 0.0, or (crucially) a combination of both, which is a common situation. This allows for values to be easily aggregated into further aggregations; however, it should be thus noted that due to imputing missing values as ‘0.0’, the aggregations may represent a lower value than actual situation.

- **At regional and global levels**
  Similarly, missing values are imputed as zero in the regional and global aggregations. However, in the case where no data is available at all for a particular country then the per capita and per GDP estimates are weighted averages of the available data.

Regional aggregates:
See: http://uneplive.unep.org/media/docs/graphs/aggregation_methods.pdf

Sources of discrepancies:

Data Sources

Description:
The global material flows database is based on country material flow accounts from the European Union and Japan and estimated data for the rest of the world. Estimated data is produced on the bases of data available from different national or international datasets in the domain of agriculture, forestry, fisheries, mining and energy statistics. International statistical sources for DMC and MF include the IEA, USGS, FAO and COMTRADE databases.
Collection process:
The IRP Global Material Flows and Resource Productivity working group compiles the data from countries and from other sources.

Data Availability

Description:
The data covers more than 170 countries.

Time series:
The data set covers each nation individually, over a time period of 40 years (1970-2010).

Calendar

Data collection:
Under discussion

Data release:

Data providers

National Statistical Offices

Data compilers

UNEP, OECD and EUROSTAT

References

URL:

References:

Related indicators

Target 12.2